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Summary of the Paper

 Requirement in future cellular networks
♦ We need more high QoS of application than current service in 

cellular networks

♦ 5G mmWave can support higher network capacity and multi-gigabit-
per-second rate

 Detail Concept 
♦ mmWave D2D comminutions

♦ 5G cellular network architecture

♦ Medium access control

♦ Resource sharing

 Proposed Scheme 
♦ Authors propose an effective resource sharing scheme by allowing 

non interfering D2D links
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Background(1/3)

 5G mmWave
♦ Millimeter-wave communication system has very large bandwidth

(multiple giga-hertz e.g. 30 ~ 300GHz)

- mmWave can be translated much higher data rates

♦ Main characteristics

1. Directional antennas at both wireless devices and base stations

2. Lower link outage probability

3. Extremely high date rate in coverage area

4. Higher aggregate capacity for many users 
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Background(2/3)

 5G mmWave propagation
♦ Propagation feature

1. Propagation loss is much higher than microwave 

2. Short wavelengths of mmWave bands result in difficult in 

diffracting around obstacles

3. mmWave signals have difficulties penetrating through solid 

materials

→ There propagation features lead to challenge to achieve coverage 

and reliability
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Background(3/3)

 D2D Communication
♦ In mmWave 5G cellular networks

 Local D2D

• Two wireless devices associated with the same base station

 Global D2D

• Two wireless devices associated with different base stations by hopping via the 

backbone networks

 D2D in mmWave 5G
♦ D2D communications may face two kinds of interference within 

each cell
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1. What does the paper try to solve?

 5G cellular networks to provide very high data rate for 
mobile devices
♦ High data service 

♦ Large bandwidth to increase network capacity

 4G cellular networks focus on local D2D connections
♦ 5G cellular networks can be enable local and global D2D communications
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2. What was the problem before?

 Previous system cannot supports the 5G system
♦ we need design of optimized resource sharing to 5G cellular network 

communications

 Most of the existing works on D2D communications 
focus on managing the interferences
♦ Authors consider the mutual interference of omnidirectional antennas 

and suggest new resource sharing scheme  
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3. What are its ideas? 
Network architecture(1/2)

 5G cellular networks use

the hybrid 4G + mmWave

system structure

→ high rate in most 

coverage areas

 5G networks consist of 

4G base stations,

mmWave base stations, 

mobile devices
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Network architecture(2/2)

 Wireless devices has the communication modes of 
both 4G operation and mmWave operation
♦ Supports fast mode transition between them

 Authors focus on enabling D2D communications at 
mmWave band for 5G networks
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Medium access control

 To provide guaranteed performance, TDMA is adopted 
for mmWave channel access in 5G networks
♦ Half–duplex

 Receiver has to respond within fixed internal, PIFS
♦ Relay selection has great impact on its flow throughput etc.

 Relay selection by randomly picking up a node that is 
close to the direct path of the source and destination
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Resource sharing modes

 Local D2D and D2B/B2B links share the resource in 
mmWave 5G cellular networks
♦ Non-orthogonal sharing(NOS) mode 

 Local D2D links and D2B/B2B links reuse the same resource by base 
station

♦ Orthogonal sharing(OS) mode

 Local D2D links use part of the resources while the other resources are 
allocated to D2B / B2B links

 Authors consider D2D connections as local 
communications within the network operated by a 
controller(base station)
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Proposed scheme
Optimization of resource sharing
 The resource sharing determines a set of active links 

for each time slot in the super-frame

 , if link i is active in the j time slot

 Total data transmitted in the whole super-frame can be 
expressed as the function of                with each rate 
estimated by Shannon capacity formula               
♦ M denotes the number of time slot in each super-frame

♦ L is the number of collected transmission requests

 Proposed scheme assign a set of active links for each 
time slot effectively
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Resource sharing scheme design

 A transmission request (ri) from the (i)th link needs n(i) 
time slots
♦ Base station sequentially checks all the existing links in the same 

time slot

 Active link set is used for the following time slots 
♦ If a links required number of time slots has been satisfied, it 

should be set inactive
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4. How does the paper evaluate?

 Evaluation environment

 Compared Two schemes
♦ Traditional cellular does not have local D2D communications

♦ Random selection just randomly selects several links to share the 
resource
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Sort Value

Received message 40

Square area 20m × 20m

Transmission power 0.1mW

Background noise level 134dBm/MHz

Antenna beam width 45º



4. How does the paper evaluate?

 The proposed resource sharing scheme is very useful, 
especially for a dense network in the urban area

 Authors consider concurrent transmissions to 
improve local network capacity
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4. How does the paper evaluate?

 The proposed resource sharing scheme uses multihop 
transmission with relays to deal with link blockage
♦ Blockage model defined in the IEEE802.11ad channel model
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5. What can we expect in the future?

 We can use more QoS mobile application in D2D 
cellular networks
♦ High-rate Multi media applications service

 The article should be useful for future research on 
D2D communications in mmWave 5G cellular networks 
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6. What are the limitations?

 Fast neighbor discovery is required in the handoff 
procedure for mobile users to find nearby base stations
♦ Switching to the base station with better link quality

 There are challenges in neighbor discovery

 Authors did not mention detail simulation environment 
and results (e.g simulator, number of nodes)
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7. What are your opinions?

 5G cellular network is important area in future 
communication networks

 This topic is related to the project with ETRI
♦ The article focus on MAC scheduling in 5G cellular networks

♦ So I’ve checked design and scheme in mmWave 5G cellular 
networks
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Thank you for your attention!

Any Questions ?
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